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Precipitation climate
1886-1925: ≈ 650 mm/year

•
Possible explanations •
of differences
•
•

1961-1990: 712 mm/year

Real climate changes
Other raingauge types
Changes in precipitation type (% solid)
Changes in installation criteria (gauge height, protection,…)

Bias on raingauge observations
Influencing Factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wind speed
Air temperature
Gauge type
Measurement height
Wind shield
Exposure

Nespor and Sevruk, 1999

ERROR

Fjord

Fjord: 1872-1967

Hellmann: 1910-2010
Hellmann

PLUVIO²

Wind-Induced
undercatch due
to turbulence

?

snow: 10 to ≈100% month-1
rain: 5 to 15% month-1

Wetting losses

?

1-2 % year-1

None

Evaporation
losses

?

negligible

None

Splash-out and
splash-in

?

Blowing and
drifting snow

?

1 to 2 % (standard gauges,
Sevruk 1982)
?

?

Pluvio²: 2011 - ?

Some of the precipitation is lost
What can we do about that?
Bias adjustment, such that:
corrected precip ≈ true precip

Model for correction of bias on raingauge observations
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V = average wind speed during precip
T = average temperature during precip

rain

I = rain intensity
α = proportion of snow

For
unshielded
danish
Hellmann

(Allerup, Madsen
& Vejen, 1997)

Effect of bias adjustment 1989-2014 on ”climate”

• Hellmann ► Pluvio:
 More precip measured
 BUT: bias adjusted precip slightly smaller!

• Correction level highly dependent on
proportion of snow and gauge type
• Result: virtual climate change!

How can we be sure about trends in
precipitation climate?

Yearly precip, discharge and temperature, Skjern River Catchment (Karlsson et al., 2014)

Bias adjustment of old raingauge data MUST be carried out
before concluding anything about climate around the year 1900

Climate of the year 1900 vs present
February, 1886-1925

Is the apparantly more
wet climate caused by:
•
•
•
•

Less snow?
Changed gauge type?
Climate changes?
Or?

Herning

Karup

Choice of model: bias adjustment of daily or monthly values?

How to can we calculate true
precipitation of the year 1900?
Problem: in practice, daily
digitized values is not available

Modelling bias adjustment
based on monthly values?

Closing remarks
Climate around the year 1900:
Less precipitation than now in all seasons
Also colder in all seasons
More snow, even in October and May
Difficult to compare wind climate (Beaufort vs m/sec)

Possible explanations of changed precip climate:
A different raingauge type was in use in 1900
We don’t know the catch efficiency of Fjord raingauge
We compare observed precipitation
Less precipitation catched by raingauges in 1900 due to more snow
To some extend, the climate change in precipitation may be virtual

Before concluding anything about the precip climate in year 1900
WE MUST APPLY BIAS ADJUSTMENT to raingauge observations

